
Spreading the word  
about organic breeding!
bioverita …

  offers organic breeders in Europe a shared  
platform and promotes networking

  certifies new varieties of vegetables, grains and  
fruit from organic breeding 

  ensures that new varieties are made known 
along the value chain

  initiates cooperation with trading partners

  promotes the availability of varieties from  
organic breeding

  makes the added value of organic breeding 
visible at all levels.

What benefits does  
organic breeding bring?

from breeding to the final product!

You can find detailed information on our website 
https://bioverita.org/en/

as well as

 @biovonanfangan 
 @bioverita_official 

Contact: info@bioverita.ch 
Phone: +41 62 965 39 70

Who do we work with?
We cooperate with partners from breeding, seed 
companies, agriculture, plant nurseries, wholesalers, 
direct marketing, the organic food trade, gastrono-
my and processing companies in the organic sector.

Good organic food 
right from the start

Reproducible, open 
pollinated varieties 
instead of hybrids

Sustainable organic agriculture  
and more biodiversity!

Seed free of  
patents and genetic 
modification

Varieties that have 
been bred and 
propagated under 
organic conditions 
from the start

Varieties that are  
adaptable and  
can cope well with  
climate change

Varieties for the  
special growing  
conditions on  
organic farms

Taste and quality 
instead of maximum 
yield

Independent agricul-
ture with access to 
reproducible seed
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Where does  
organic start?
For us with organic breeding! According to the defi-
nition of most organic associations, so-called organic 
seed must be used for organic farming. Most of this 
seed comes from conventional breeding, which has 
then been propagated under organic conditions for 
one generation only. That is not enough! We believe 
that organic must start earlier, namely with the bree-
ding.

Who breeds new varieties?
More than 30 years ago, individual pioneers began 
breeding new varieties for organic farming – to this 
day largely without state support. Many of these bree-
ders are organized in independent initiatives that are 
members of bioverita. Breeding new varieties takes a 
long time and is therefore costly.

What can you do to  
support organic breeding?
Only a small proportion of the seed used in organic 
farming comes from independent organic breeding. 
We use the bioverita label to identify these varieties 
for agriculture, but also for retailers and consumers.

So: Ask your organic food retailer, your organic farm or 
your nursery about organic varieties and the bioverita 
label. Tell others about the positive properties of orga-
nically grown varieties.

Organic right from the 
start – from breeding to 
the final product!

1 | Breeding

15 years? Yes, from the first 
crossing to professional 
cultivation of a new kohlrabi 
variety, for example, it  
takes over 15 years.

2 | Propagation and sale of seed

As much seed as possible must be obtained 
from a few grains of a new variety. This takes 
several generations of cultivation and 
takes many years. Once enough  
seeds are available, they  
can be sold.

3 | Cultivation

More and more farmers are interested in the 
cultivation of varieties from organic breeding. 
For their products, they need buyers  
and supporters in retail and 
among consumers!

4 | Marketing

The final products of varieties 
from organic breeding are sold  
from cultivation via the trade.  
Look for foods and products  
that are marked with the  
bioverita label.


